Have we got a sweet treat for you? Just imagine the feeling of anticipation as your download
completes, salivating as you load up the samples and delightfully create a mix that is just bursting
with flavor. We are giving you some seriously juicy, light-hearted, feel good, dance sounds. What
About: EDM & Dance Lollipop isn’t just covering one specific design. Included in this pack are a wide
variety of colorful instruments such as electric and acoustic guitar, piano, bells, shakers, and toms.

We have also included alternate variations of plucks. Single plucks, arpeggiated plucks, bass plucks,
lead plucks, clean and distorted plucks. We also have your transitions covered. Break downs, build ups,
drum fills, impacts, up lifters, and down lifters. What about leads, right? The choices are as long as the
isle at a candy shop. Melbourne leads, dirty and gritty leads, intro leads, drop leads. From fat bass to
pads and chords.

What About: EDM & Dance Lollipop comes with 5 construction kits. These kits contain all of the parts
used to create a track. They have been broken down into individual parts so that you have all the
proper tools to construct your own mix. We don’t just give you the stems. We give you the exact
project file. With all of the WAV/MIDI loops, settings and presets that we used to make the track. Not
only can you construct it your way, but you can also see how it was made, and make any changes you
like.

The additional sounds give you even more ways to control your sound and make it your own.
Different styles of open and closed high hats, muffled kicks, high kicks, deep kicks, hard-hitting snares,
realistic snares, electro snares, cliff diving impacts, flybys, whirlwind air, from the ground up builds
and short synth lines. Single note stabs and half time notes that you can layer or design your pattern.

This whopping 10.5GB library has it all, and then some, and then some more. What About: EDM &
Dance Lollipop will cure that desire from something sweet. It isn’t too rich, it isn’t too plain, its just
the right amount of sugar and spice, and everything nice.

Product details:
- 5 Construction Kits (+ MIDI & Presets);
- 5 Ableton Templates;
- 40 Serum Presets;
- 18 Melody Loops (+ MIDI);
- 20 Drum Loops;
- 20 Synth Shots;
- 30 Claps & Snares;
- 10 Hi-Hats;
- 20 Kicks;
- 21 Percussion;
- 15 FX;

- 100% Royalty-Free.

Requirements:
Ableton Live 10 (and higher);
Xfer Serum v1.214 or higher.

